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Executive Summary
The Nass River is the third largest river in BC and supports a multitude of fishing opportunities
for aboriginal, commercial and sport fishermen in the salt and fresh waters of Alaska and Canada.
The Nass Watershed has many feeder streams that make it a valuable salmon producer, but
among one of the most important is the Cranberry River. In most years the Cranberry River is the
largest contributor of chinook, coho and steelhead salmon to the Nass River. Despite its high
fisheries values, one set of falls, located 14 km upstream of its confluence, limits fish passage to
high quality habitat in upstream reaches. These falls are considered a partial barrier that
significantly hamper fish movement to the upper reaches of the watershed on a yearly basis. It is
believed that a fishway would significantly boost wild salmon production in the Cranberry
Watershed by making important upstream spawning and rearing habitat readily available
to salmon returning on a yearly basis. Furthermore, a fishway could also significantly
increase the survivability of salmon each year because their migration would not be
impeded for weeks at a time below the falls where they are subjected to a multitude of
environmental stresses as they try and negotiate the partial barrier (e.g. physical damage
from jumping into rocks, vulnerability to predation from bears and poachers, etc…).
The Gitanyow Fisheries Authority (GFA) were successful in securing funds through the
Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC) Northern Fund in 2012 to conduct environmental and
engineering feasibility studies of the Cranberry River falls. The purpose of the studies was
to determine the suitability of the site for a fishway and to identify any negative impacts
that could potentially occur if the project proceeded to the construction and operational
phases.
The GFA consulted with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), the fisheries branch of BC’s
Ministry of Forest, Lands and Natural Resource Management (FLNRO), First Nations with
traditional territories in the Nass, the Skeena Fisheries Commission, recreational sportfish
advisory groups and the commercial fishing sector through the United Fishermen and Allied
Workers Union (UFAWU) in developing the findings and recommendations for this report.
Overall, no objections to the project were heard, although FLNRO raised many issues of
concern and recommended follow-up studies to address specific issues around impacts to
resident mountain whitefish and bull trout populations in the Cranberry.
A biological feasibility study (BFS) of the Cranberry River fishway project (aka Ginmiltkun
Falls) was also conducted in 2012 by Golder and Associates Ltd. (Golder) on behalf of BC
Hydro (BCH) in conjunction with BCH’s Northwest Transmission Line project (NTL). BCH
looked at the project for potential fisheries compensation options to offset their Section
35(2) Fisheries Act requirements. Because many of the issues reviewed by the BCH process
related directly with GFA’s PSC Cranberry Falls project, many of the findings from that
process will be discussed in this report.
GFA subcontracted all engineering aspects of this project to Grey Wolf Resources. Works
were principally conducted and overseen by Grey Wolf engineer Don Hjorth P.Eng. where a
fishway design was developed for the site with an associated construction schedule and
detailed costs for the fishway.
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Introduction
The Nass River is the third largest river in BC and it supports a multitude of fishing
opportunities for aboriginal, commercial and sport fishermen in Canada and Alaska. The
Nass Watershed has many feeder streams that make it a valuable salmon producer, but
among one of the most important is the Cranberry River. The Cranberry River is located in
the middle Nass and in most years is thought to be the largest contributor of chinook, coho
and steelhead salmon to the Nass Watershed. Currently there is no accurate method of
estimating salmon escapement to the Cranberry River. However, telemetry studies
conducted on chinook in 1995 showed that 22% (Koski, et.al 1996) or approximately 5,000
Nass chinook (calculation based on total net Nass chinook escapement 2000-2012)
spawned in the Cranberry River. Follow-up telemetry studies conducted in 2005 showed
that 19% (Alexander, et.al 2006) or approximately 28,000 Nass coho (calculation based on
total net Nass coho escapement 2000-2012) and 18% (Alexander, et.al 2006) or
approximately 2,700 Nass steelhead spawned in the Cranberry River as well. Despite these
high escapements, one set of falls on the Cranberry River located 14 km upstream from its
confluence with the Nass River limits fish passage to the upper part of the river on a yearly
basis. The Cranberry River falls site consists of a constriction in the river, where most of the
water is forced through a small opening in the bedrock and then falls approximately 2.5m
below to a shallow pool. The dynamics of the site appear to limit fish passage not only
because of the vertical height of the falls, but also because of the high velocity of water in
the chute and pool below the falls. The hydraulics of the water being forced into the chute /
pool at such high discharge rates is believed to prevent fish from getting close enough to the
falls to allow for a good jump at many water levels (Photograph #1 and #2).

Photograph #1: Site survey performed by GFA on August 29, 2011. Water levels were described as
normal with a vertical falls height of 2.5m. Red circle depicts average coho salmon jumping height
observed during the survey. No coho were observed making it over the falls on that day.
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Photograph #2: Site survey performed by GFA on August 29, 2011. Water levels were described as
normal with a vertical falls height of 2.5m. Red circle depict average chinook salmon jumping height
observed during the survey. No chinook were observed making it over the falls on that day.

While adult salmon have been documented to be able to ascend the falls at least at some
water levels, the general consensus among fisheries professionals that know the area is that
the site significantly hampers fish movement to the upper reaches of the watershed where
the majority of the salmon habitat in the Cranberry Watershed is located (>100 km of
mainstem river habitat located above the falls). Every year it is estimated that the majority
of fish that return to the system are held-up for extended periods or completely blocked by
the falls. These falls also often create debris jams, which further restricts fish passage
(Photograph mosaic #3).
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Photograph #3: Picture mosaic of the Cranberry River falls taken on August 10, 2010, showing LOD jam
and GFA staff attempting to cut it out. The LOD jam had been present since at least 2008, and appeared
to be further hampering salmon passage through the site.

The Cranberry falls are thought to have fully or partially blocked salmon migration to the
majority of the Cranberry River since before European contact. In 1905, McCullagh (DFO
Inspector) first identified these falls as a barrier and based on his findings they were
subsequently blasted in 1931 (Palmer, 1991) in an attempt to improve fish passage.
Following this, accessibility for salmon over the falls was thought to have improved, but
reports by DFO in 1958 describe the river above the falls as being cut-off, with observations
of an abundance of coho and chinook trapped below with evidence of pre-spawn mortality
(Edwards, 1958). Subsequent surveys from 1965-68 were conducted and it was estimated
that only 20% of the salmon were ascending the falls (Wilson, 1968). The site was blasted
again in 1964, 1967 and 1973 to remove large woody debris accumulating at the falls,
which was further impeding fish movement (Wilson, 1968) (Palmer, 1991). In 1981, the
DFO Salmonid Enhancement division overseen by Al Lill identified the Cranberry falls as a
good site for remediation works to increase the production of chinook, coho and steelhead
in the Nass Watershed (Peters, 1981), but no works were performed at that time. Again in
1991, Palmer highlighted the falls as a potential enhancement opportunity in a review
produced for DFO on potential Nass salmon enhancement opportunities, but once again no
works were performed.
Since 2007, the GFA have actively monitored the Cranberry falls site to determine the extent
of fish blockage. In 2008, GFA technicians conducted a visual survey of fish passage during
the peak of the chinook spawning migration. At the time, 100’s of chinook salmon were
counted pooled up below the falls attempting to traverse the obstruction. Results showed
that less than 3% of the attempts to jump over the falls were successful. Other notes were
that over 20% of the chinook jumped into the rock walls with enough force that the
observers predicted these fish may have not survived the incident. From 2008-2010, GFA
conducted follow-up surveys and found that chinook and coho salmon died below the falls
without having successfully spawned, which was evident by the pre-spawned carcasses
found at the site over the years (Photograph mosaic #4). Further investigation in 2011
(August 29, Sept. 9 and Sept. 21) and 2012 (Aug. 14, August 31) once again estimated that
hundreds of chinook and coho were stranded below the falls for extended periods of time
with none observed passing the site during the visits. Of the fish observed holding at the
site, a high percentage of them showed visible tissue damage on the end of their snouts;
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damage likely resulting from numerous unsuccessful attempts to jump the falls
(Photographs # 5 & 6).

Photograph mosaic #4: Picture mosaic of pre-spawn mort. chinook salmon found at the Cranberry falls
in 2010.

Photograph #5: Photograph taken on September 21, 2011 directly below the Cranberry Falls showing
coho salmon (right) and steelhead (left) showing obvious signs of tissue damage at the tip of their
snouts (highlighted by red circle).
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Photograph #6: Photograph taken on August 14, 2012 directly below the Cranberry Falls showing
chinook salmon (right) in advanced spawning state with obvious signs of tissue damage at the tip of the
snouts (highlighted by red circle).

The Cranberry Fishway project is consistent with the goals of the Pacific Salmon
Commission because the project has a high potential of increasing wild salmon production
through increased access to high quality spawning and rearing habitat located above the
falls site. The establishment of a fishway would also reduce pre-spawn mortality and stress
on returning salmon because they would be able to ascend the falls with little delay
minimizing stress and physical injuries. Increased salmon production from the Cranberry
River would benefit many user groups who target Nass salmon in salt and freshwater
through increased fishing opportunities.
Another potential benefit from the project is that by operating a fishway on the Cranberry,
valuable stock assessment information could be collected each year that would improve
fisheries management in the entire Nass Watershed. Presently, there are gaps in the Nass
stock assessment program and it would be extremely valuable to collect additional markrate information for chinook, coho and steelhead. Currently, system wide population
estimates for middle and upper Nass coho and chinook are based on mark-recapture tag
recovery counts at the Meziadin Fishway with additional information provided from the
Kwinageese weir in some years. This leaves much uncertainty in yearly estimates of salmon
abundance.
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GFA believes the Cranberry River would be an excellent candidate stream for tag recovery
given its proximity to the Nass River Fishwheels (tagging location) and because it is the
largest producer of chinook, coho and steelhead in the Nass Watershed. The fishway could
be easily designed to accommodate trap boxes to allow for fish sampling if the initiative
proves to be a priority for fisheries managers.
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Description of Study Area
From the Cranberry River’s origin in the Nass mountain range, it first flows generally
southward then eastward as a moderate to high gradient stream (Oikos Ecological Services
et al. 2000). Its morphology changes abruptly, downstream of the Weber Creek confluence,
where it flows into a wide floodplain, while cutting sharply to the northwest then
southwest. Shortly before it flows into the Nass River it meets the Kiteen River, one of its
largest tributaries, and takes a sharp northward turn towards the Nass. The Cranberry
River has over 10 substantial tributary streams, and over 20 small lakes. It is a 7th order
stream with a watershed area of 975 km2, a mean annual discharge of 41.2 m3/sec, and
~144 km of accessible salmon habitat that is less than 8% gradient (Bocking and Peacock
2004). There is a waterfall that creates a partial salmon barrier at approximately 14km
upstream from the Nass-Cranberry confluence (UTM’s 9U 519929E, 6157612N) (Figures 1
& 2).

Proposed
Fishway

Figure 1: Map of the Nass Watershed (grey background) showing the Cranberry River and
its tributaries highlighted in blue. The map also depicts the locations of other key stock
assessment projects in the Nass Watershed (Fishwheels, Weirs, Fishway).
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Figure 2: Satellite image of the Cranberry River (highlighted in red) showing the location of the
Cranberry River Falls.

Salmon species that use the river include stream-type chinook (O. tshawystcha), coho (O.
kisutch) and summer-run steelhead (O. mykiss). Both sockeye (Oncorhynchus nerka)and
pink salmon (O. gorbuscha) have been reported in the Cranberry River, but these species of
salmon have only been seen periodically and in small numbers. Other fish species include
bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus), mountain whitefish (Prosopium williamsoni) and pacific
lamprey (Lampetra tridentata), cutthroat trout (O. clarkia), rainbow trout (O. mykiss) and
Dolly Varden (S. malma).
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Methods
In order to address the Cranberry Falls issue, the GFA proposed to conduct environmental
and engineering feasibility studies to determine if the project has merit to proceed to the
construction phase (Stage 2).
Specifically, GFA was awarded funds to conduct an environmental feasibility study to
consult with various levels of the federal and provincial government (e.g. Fisheries and
Oceans Canada, Provincial Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations),
other First Nations (e.g. Nisga’a Fisheries) and other stakeholders with an interest in the
project. Purpose of the consultation would be to develop a list of benefits and risks
associated with the project and identify the permitting requirements and / or any follow-up
studies that would need to be secured / completed prior or after the project goes ahead to
the construction / operation stage (if deemed environmentally feasible).
To achieve the objectives of the environmental feasibility study GFA distributed
informational hand-outs and workshop invitations on all government agencies and First
Nations with traditional territories in the Nass Watershed. The handouts and invitations
were sent out via email on May 11, 2012 to DFO, FLNRO, Nisga’a Fisheries, Gitxsan
Watershed Authorities, Skeena Fisheries Commission and Lax Kw’alaams Fisheries. As a
follow up a workshop was held at the Best Western Inn, in Terrace on May 25, 2012.
Detailed minutes for the working group meeting were produced by GFA and distributed in
draft form to all in attendance. A final record of the workshop was produced as official
minutes after all participants had a chance to review the minutes. Records of the workshop
hand-out and associated final minutes can be found in Appendix A of this report. At the
workshop all participants were encouraged to send any follow-up comments and / or
information that they would like considered for the project to GFA in order for it to be
included in this environmental feasibility report. The Gitxsan and FLNRO were the only
organizations that provided comments. The highlights of these comments will be discussed
in the body of this report and a detailed record of the full submissions are presented in
Appendix B of this report. At the end of the workshop, GFA extended invitations to all
working group members that if follow-up meetings to discuss the project further were
desired that they could be arranged through GFA at any time prior to August 15, 2012 (end
date of the PSC contract). GFA extended open ended meeting offers to everyone, stating
that they would be willing to host multi-sector and / or bi-lateral follow up meetings. No
one in the group requested follow-up meetings with GFA to discuss the project.
On June 1, 2012 representatives of the GFA met with United Fishermen and Allied Workers
Union (UFAWU) chair Joy Thorkelson in Prince Rupert, BC. At that meeting the Cranberry
Fishway project was discussed and a handout explaining the project concept and its
associated goals was provided to the UFAWU for review. Also, an offer to meet at a later
date to discuss the project was also extended if the UFAWU decided that the issue was of
interest to them. No further follow-up was made by the UFAWU on the issue.
On June 7, 2012 GFA contacted DFO recreational fishery resource manager Mark Reagan
(Prince Rupert) to identify leads for the recreational sector that should be contacted to
make them aware of the proposed fishway project on the Cranberry River. Mr. Reagan
identified the Upper and Lower Skeena Sport Fish Advisory Committees (SFAC) as the best
point of contacts (both committees cover the Nass Area). Both the Upper Skeena SFAC
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(Gorde Wolfe) and the Lower Skeena SFAC (Tom Protheroe) chairs were contacted,
provided an information handout and offered an invitation to meet to discuss the project
further. Both chairs declined the invitation, but went onto provide their support for the
project as long as DFO and FLNRO had no valid concerns with the project going ahead.
GFA also attended working group meetings hosted by BCH and Golder that were held in
2012 to discuss the merits of the Cranberry Fishway project as they related to the NTL
fisheries compensation project. DFO and FLNRO were also present at these sessions and a
number of issues discussed had some value in GFA’s opinion for the PSC Cranberry fishway
process. Highlights from these sessions and the BFS will be briefly discussed in the results
section of this report.
GFA contracted all engineering aspects of the Cranberry Fishway design to Grey wolf
Resources (GRI) of Terrace, BC. Don Hjorth, the principle of Grey Wolf, designed, developed
construction plans, construction schedules and associated costing estimates for the fishway.
In order to set the grade of the fishway, Dediluke Land Surveying Inc. of Terrace, BC was
hired to survey the proposed fishway lay down area. Dediluke produced a topographical
survey which allowed for the production of contours for the planned work area. This
information was then provided to AllNorth Consultants Ltd. who drafted a plan profile
showing proposed horizontal and vertical alignments for the fishway. This plan will be
required in the event that the project proceeds to the construction phase, the plan would
essentially be the shop / field construction blueprints for the build stage.
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Results & Discussion
A. Environmental Feasibility Study
i.

PSC Working Group Meeting

One working group meeting was held on May 25, 2012. The meeting was well attended and
participants included: FLNRO, GFA, Nisga’a Fisheries, Gitxsan Watershed Authorities,
Skeena Fisheries Commission, Lax Kw’alaams Fisheries and Grey Wolf Resources. A
complete record of the meeting can be found in Appendix A.
The meeting agenda consisted of opening presentations by GFA to provide workshop
participants with background on the project and to help initiate discussions on the potential
benefits and risks associated with the fishway if it were to go ahead. Other agenda items
included discussions on the draft BCH Biological Feasibility Study, how stock assessment
information collected through the fishway could be implemented into the overall Nass
Watershed program, fishway design, potential funding for stock assessment at the site, and
recommendations for future assessment works.
There was much discussion on the potential benefits and impacts of the project to
provincial fish species. The provincial representative (fisheries biologists Jeff Lough)
initiated much of these discussions and specifically emphasised that FLNRO would not be
the decision maker on the project, but that they wanted to ensure the decision maker (DFO)
considered all the issues before approving the project.
The provincial biologist indicated that from the provinces perspective they were satisfied
with the present state of the Cranberry Watershed and did not think the fishway was
required from a provincial fisheries standpoint. That said, it was acknowledged that in
FLNRO’s determination of the project they did not consider any ecosystem benefits or
benefits to salmon. The FLNRO opinion on this matter focused exclusively on the
implications of the fishway to provincially managed fish (e.g. steelhead, bull trout, mountain
whitefish, etc…). However, it was highlighted by FLNRO that the stock assessment
potentials were intriguing, and that some benefits could be particularly useful in the
management of bull trout. Currently, bull trout are managed as a kill fishery and yearly
stock assessment information for bull trout could be particularly useful.
A summary of issues raised during the Environmental Feasibility review are listed in the
table below along with the agency that raised the issue, any supporting documentation, a
level of risk associated with the issue (GFA’s professional opinion) and any additional
comments / potential mitigation measures that could be applied to address the issue.
(Table #1).
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Table 1: Summary of potential issues if the project proceeds to the construction / operational
phase:
Supporting
Level
Comments / Potential Mitigation
Issue Raised
Agency
documentation of risk
Measures
Fish range extension /
impacts to upstream fish
stocks: falls may be full
barrier for some fish
species, e.g. bull trout,
whitefish, lamprey
Could be genetically distinct
fish populations above the
falls, may be some genetic
impacts (could be positive
or negative) e.g. whitefish,
bull trout,

Steelhead could be fishway
shy and by diverting some
of the Cranberry River flow
into the fishway could alter
falls and make them
impassable to steelhead.

Steelhead and coho juvenile
competitive overlap

FLNRO

Hypothetical
situation, no
supporting
documentation
and or evidence.

Low

Fishway could be designed to limit
the passage of some fish if deemed
necessary. Could also manually
restrict the passage of some species
if desired.

FLNRO

Hypothetical
situation, no
supporting
documentation
and or evidence.

Low

Fishway could be designed to limit
the passage of some fish if deemed
necessary. Could also manually
restrict the passage of some species
if desired.

FLNRO

FLNRO

Hypothetical
situation, no
supporting
documentation
and or evidence.

Hypothetical
situation, no
supporting
documentation
and or evidence.

Low

Low

Sebastian, 1987
suggest that
coho and
steelhead fry in
the Cranberry
have overlapping
habitats.

Fish range extension for
Sockeye and Pink

FLNRO

Gitanyow Fisheries Authority

Hypothetical
situation, no
supporting

Low

Could conduct genetic studies prior
to fishway construction (e.g.
summer 2013), determine genetic
make-up of fish species of concern.
Engineering assessments indicated
that the fishway will only require
5-10% of the flow from the
Cranberry River, not likely to affect
falls passability.
If steelhead are observed holding
below falls, fishway design will
allow for it to be turned off at any
time (re-divert all the water back
into Cranberry River), which will
allow for steelhead passage.
Steelhead and coho salmon
populations co-exist throughout
the Nass Watershed and in
hundreds of Pacific drainages and
there is no evidence that higher
coho abundance will result in
reduced fitness for juvenile
steelhead.
Limited studies could be
implemented to look at the
potential impacts to steelhead
juveniles if the project should go
ahead, but in GFA’s opinion the
results would be high lightly
influenced by a multitude of
environmental factors putting any
results into suspect, questioning
the usefulness of the information.
Fishway could be designed to limit
the passage of some fish if deemed
necessary. Could also manually
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documentation
and or evidence.

restrict the passage of some species
if desired.

Sockeye and
Pink are
documented in
DFO’s SEDS to be
present in the
Cranberry River

It is unclear whether sockeye and
pinks are present above the falls,
both these species have only been
documented in the Cranberry River
in extremely low numbers and only
in some years.

Other comments heard by GFA during the Environmental Feasibility study included
recommendations that there be post project implementation funding to address any other
issues from a biological standpoint that may arise. Both FLNRO and the Gitxsan Fisheries
Authority made this recommendation and GFA agrees that this should be a priority if the
project proceeds to the funding stage.

ii.

NTL Working Group Meetings

The Northwest Transmission Line (NTL) project currently being constructed in
northwestern BC will result in riparian vegetation clearing adjacent to fish bearing streams.
As a result DFO requires that BCH applies for an Authorization for a Harmful Alteration,
Disruption or Destruction of Fish Habitat (HADD) under Section 35(2) of the Fisheries Act.
To off-set riparian habitat loss within Gitanyow Territory the Gitanyow proposed that a
fishway be built on the Cranberry River. BCH agreed to work with Gitanyow, FLNRO and
DFO to undertake a feasibility study of the proposed project. If the project was deemed
feasible BCH would submit the proposed project to DFO for a HADD Authorization
Amendment for approval. The feasibility consisted of WG meetings and completion of a
biological feasibility study (BFS).
In total there were three BC Hydro Working Group (WG) meetings to discuss the Cranberry
River Fishway project (Ginmiltkun Falls Fishway). One on October 12, 2011, another on
March 20th, 2012 and then the last on October 30, 2012.
The initial meeting in October of 2011 was an introductory session to discuss the project
concept, and it gave BCH, GFA, DFO and FLNRO an opportunity to give their perspective on
the fishway concept. At that meeting BCH indicated that they were prepared to move
forward with the project and proposed that the next steps would include the completion of
a biological feasibility study and a technical analysis of the project concept as it related to
fisheries compensation for the NTL project. The WG agreed that this was a good approach.
The WG agreed to meet again early in 2012 to review and comment on a draft biological
feasibility study for the fishway project.
The follow-up meeting was held on March 20th, 2012 to discuss the draft Biological
Feasibility Study (BFS). The WG session provided a good opportunity for BCH and Golder to
explain how the BFS was completed and highlight the results. DFO, FLNRO and GFA
provided comments and recommended minor changes to the report which BCH agreed to
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build in to the final report. The final BFS was completed July 27th, 2012 and circulated to
the WG shortly thereafter.
A final WG meeting was held on October 30th, 2012 to discuss the final BFS report and to
provide government agencies one last opportunity to discuss the project before BCH
decided whether or not they would submit the project to DFO for Fisheries Compensation
on the NTL project. Highlights from that meeting were that the FLNRO biologist (WG
member) did not feel that all his comments were captured in the final version of the BFS
and he requested that it be expanded. Specifically, he had concerns that the project may
impact the genetic make-up of Mountain whitefish and bull trout in particular because his
personal feeling was that the falls may be enough of a barrier that these species may not be
able to migrate upstream past the site and that the populations above and below could be
allopatric. There was not consensus in the WG on this issue but BCH and Golder agreed to
address this issue in a follow-up letter or addendum to the BFS. No concerns with the
project or the BFS were voiced by DFO.

iii.

NTL Biological Feasibility Study (Ploeger, W. et.al. 2012)

The BFS was undertaken by Golder and Associates Ltd. on behalf of BCH. The document
determined the biological feasibility of the project, while striving to meet fish management
and compensation objectives of the DFO and FLNRO. Golder reviewed available scientific
literature and relevant reports provided by DFO, Gitanyow and Nisga’a Nation. The review
was to identify existing information regarding the following key project issues: adult return
rate productivity comparisons within the Nass Drainage, juvenile density and habitat
carrying capacity, adult telemetry studies and competition among species (resident vs.
anadromous). Then a two-dimensional hydraulic model (River 2D) using fish passage
analysis and run timing data to assess passage of chinook, coho and steelhead was utilized.
BFS Highlights:
 Literature review indicates that juvenile salmon and all resident fish species
above the falls are relatively common, which indicates falls only partial
barrier, data do not allow a determination whether habitat is saturated.
 Based on the analysis conducted of hydraulic conditions at the falls, the
model indicates that in an average flow year the falls limits passage of 67%
of the chinook, 68% of the coho and 19% of the steelhead.
 The most conservative estimate using lowest confidence interval estimates
indicate that the establishment of a fishway at the Cranberry Falls site would
result in a net fisheries production benefit of 201,834m².
 Construction and long term operating risks considered low.
 No evidence suggesting risks to existing populations as a result of
construction of the fishway. Project could be constructed in such a manner
as to exclude undesirable migrants, if deemed a problem.
 No evidence to suggest that there would be significant risks to upstream fish
populations or the genetic compositions of these populations.
 Literature review showed salmon spawning and rearing habitat above the
falls were of higher value than below.
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On November 22, 2012 BCH formally indicated that on the basis of the comments and
feedback provided by the NTL WG, they were now preparing a package for submission to
DFO to formally request the project be approved as a HADD compensation project for the
NTL.

B. Engineering Feasibility Study
i.

Fishway Design

GRI (Don Hjorth) became involved at midsummer 2011 as the principle designer and engineer in
charge of surveys, design, construction and miscellaneous work such as on site redesigns and
necessary changes. A PSC submission was accepted for design of the fish way and funded in April
2012. Golder Associates Ltd. Provided analysis for fish passage success at the obstruction and
flow information originating from LGL Environmental Consultants Ltd. Preliminary planning
included construction of a barrier/level control dam at the existing waterfall. A design strategy
was proposed to look at any recent or applicable designs, but to concentrate on Vertical Slot
designs such as Meziadin, Taylor Lake and Moricetown because of their proven success.
However, through discussions between DFO, FLNRO and GFA the decision to not allow a dam at
the waterfall so that Steelhead would be given the best possible chance for ascent of the
Falls/chute in the event that they were determined to be fishway shy. Therefore, because of the
possibility of very low flows at the intake, coupled with the effect of numerous rock blasts at the
waterfall, the intake may dry up occasionally. On review of flow during the exceedence period, it
became obvious that any proposed intake would have to be designed for very low head at times
during the exceedence period. To obtain adequate flows a Side Outlet Spillway concept has to be
incorporated into the Intake design. A Side Outlet Spillway configuration will substitute width for
depth and permit higher rates of operational flow. Following a review of gathered information, a
Thomas Type 7 pre-cast concrete fishway was selected after developing the details of
parameters given below in the following section. Conceptual drawings were prepared by
AllNorth Consultants Ltd.
Onsite exploration and testing will provide information to complete the final construction design.
Collection and assembly of fishway project parameters and rough project schedule.
a) Target species: Chinook, Steelhead and Coho
b) Time of migration: July 15 to September 15 (approx.)
c) Volumes of exceedence flows Average 10 m3/s Calc.
d) Style of fish way: Thomas type 7 pre-cast concrete pool & weir 2.440m wide
&1.830m high.
e) Calculation of design flows 0.356m over 2.440 = 1.0 cubic m/s Calc.
f) Preliminary surveys of site: Complete
g) Conceptual design proposal: Complete
h) Preliminary cost estimate: Complete
A Thomas Type7 pre-cast concrete fish way was selected after re-investigating a) to h) above.
See Figure #3.
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Review of the various configurations of Vertical Slot fishways was investigated most heavily.
Unfortunately, the vertical slot requires a minimum head of approximately 1.5m over the first
pool and that can’t be obtained during lower flows in the Cranberry River. The same logic
eliminates other slot fish ways similar to the Ice Harbour structures, to blast and cast in place
concrete and “natural” fish ways. Also because of low head, metal fish ways like the Alaska Steep
pass Model D would function only for the smaller fish (Steelhead and Coho). A semi natural fish
way could be constructed, but would require large amounts of rock grouting and stabilization. It
also would have a very short design life. Blasting a fish way in the Chute of the rapids wouldn’t
be advisable because of all the previous uncontrolled blasting. So by the process of elimination a
pool and weir fish way was the most likely structure for the Cranberry River Falls site. A Thomas
pre-cast concrete fish way configuration (Developed by Lana Miller DFO and Don Hjorth GRI)
was chosen to suit the very tight construction period and to avoid as much toxic uncured
concrete on the site as possible. Because of the low head water supply problem, an array of four
pre-cast concrete stop log slots 1.8m wide are arranged to function as a gated side outlet spillway
into the head pond/holding area at the top of the fish way.
Sources of Information: GFA staff (notably, Fisheries Biologists Mark Cleveland, R.P.Bio. and
Derek Kingston, R.P.Bio.) provided on site information involving biology, recorded flows and
local knowledge from Gitanyow Huwilp members. Various fisheries references, old and new
were reviewed with emphasis on providing a best fit for conditions at Cranberry Falls. Current
scientific papers were reviewed for new developments and any exceptional ideas for use in the
project. Papers from Canada, Spain, England, Scotland, Australia, South America, USA, New
Zealand, China and Japan were reviewed.
Note: Many papers, studies and designs for fish ways have been done so often that it is difficult to
assign credit to the proper individual or firm. For the purpose of this report all information
obtained from the internet is considered “public domain”.
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Photograph # 7: Aerial view of Cranberry Falls with hand drawing of proposed fishway (black
drawing).
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Figure #3: Conceptual Drawing of the Proposed Cranberry River Fishway.
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ii.

Geotechnical Testing / Site Surveys

Geotechnical rock testing was completed on August 11, 2012 in order to determine rock
hardness and to determine ground (presence of rock) at the proposed fishway lay down
site. The survey was completed by walking a small excavator from the existing Borden Lake
Forest Service Road (FSR) to the proposed fishway site located approximately 600m
through the forest. An old existing trail from the FSR to the proposed fishway site was
followed, and minimal clearing was required. Nevertheless, several trees were felled to
allow for excavator access. GFA acquired permission from FLNRO to clear the trail prior to
any works taking place (Appendix C).
On Site: Don Hjorth Engineer, GRI, James Powell Engineering Technician, DFO and Ross
Stenquist, Operator Far-Ko.
Equipment: John Deere 960 Excavator, with rock bucket, Clean up bucket and Quick attach
75mm diameter X 2.440 long steel probe (Photograph #8).
Works Completed:
1. A 3.400m deep test hole was dug at the upstream end of the proposed structure
(Upstream end of proposed pond.) Approximately 40m upstream of the falls.
2. Three test holes were dug near the proposed top of fish way. Varying in depth from
0.400m to 1.500m. Approximately 25m upstream of the falls.
3. 6 sites were penetrated with the steel probe. Spaced evenly from 15m to 30m
upstream of the falls.
The study found that the bedrock/overburden face has been eroded by the river. There
seems to be several crevasses and bedrock knobs and possibly other irregularities on the
bedrock surface at the proposed fishway lay down area. Therefore, to make a realistic
estimate of the rock excavation required during the construction phase of the fishway it is
recommended that complete removal of the overburden in areas underlying the structure
footprint be done in order to develop an accurate cost estimate for the fishway
construction. Completion of the following bedrock survey will also allow for creation of a
practical design and method to excavate the necessary rock for the Cranberry Fish Way.
This could be done as early as spring 2013.
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Photograph #8: Excavator equipped with long metal bar (circled by red oval) used to test
rock hardness at the proposed Cranberry River Fishway Site.

iii.

Construction Plan, Mobilization and Setup

Mobilization costs are higher than usual for this project. A wide range of equipment is
needed and several different activities will require rock wagons sometimes and highway
trucks at other times. Rock excavation requires a large long reach machine, a smaller
excavator and hydraulic breaker hammer. Possibly an air track and an assist Cat may be
needed. A long reach machine with a concrete bucket is needed. Floating hypalon fish
exclusion fences are needed to set and maintain/fish proof the pond area while placing the
intake units.
A general contractor with extensive and successful experience in fisheries work and in
possession of the sort of equipment is required for: blasting, earth excavation, rock
excavation, work in fish bearing water, falling danger trees, road construction, concrete
construction, formwork and reinforcing, pre-cast concrete assemblies, machining, welding
and project completion. Far-Ko Construction Ltd. Terrace B. C. is considered the best local
firm for this type of work.
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In order to keep the costs down and to facilitate the installation of the fishway, the design
was based on a concrete pre-cast fabrication design. The firm that completes this work
must have a dry powder on site mixer and a ½ cubic yard placement bucket. The most
experienced local firm in general pre-cast and especially in fisheries precast is Skeena
Concrete Products. Skeena Concrete is located in Terrace B. C.
Dediluke Land Surveyors in Terrace B. C. were retained for preliminary work and is a good
option to continue to provide horizontal and vertical controls for final construction. The
precast fishway parts will need to be installed with great accuracy in order to ensure the
end product grade is conducive to the upstream migration of fish.
During all aspects of the onsite construction, it is recommended that a certified
environmental monitor (EM) be onsite to ensure all environmental precautions are
followed. It is recommended that GFA staff provide EM works for the project for planning,
on site works and reporting. GFA can also conduct all post-construction re-vegetation
works as required. GFA has undertaken two other projects of similar magnitude, one in
2003 when the Kitwanga River Salmon Enumeration Facility was constructed (Cleveland,
2003), and another in 2008 when the Kitwanga River Smolt Fence was constructed
(Kingston, 2009).
Freight will be required for: delivery of pre-cast concrete, fencing fish way grating and
miscellaneous construction supplies. Also, there will some freight involved in the disposal
of danger trees from falling.
ACCESS ROAD
A team of two fallers and any needed assistants will finish access road/work area of fish
way camp clearing. Logs will be bucked up on site. A graded road will be constructed of
waste rock, waste earth, and any additional pit run gravel from the Kiteen Pit, which is
located approximately 5km from the work site. Ron Donnelly (RPF from FLNRO) has been
contacted and has verbally acknowledged that rock from the pit may be used for the project.
If the project proceeds to the construction stage, formal written permission from FLNRO
will be required, prior to usage of the rock from the local pit. The 600m road will need to be
maintained by the construction contractor during construction and on completion, the
contractor will be required to complete a final grading of the road as agreed to and
approved by the project engineers and the EM.
Material imported to the site will include pit run gravel, pre-cast concrete units, concrete to
be mixed on site, metal components and all necessary wood products.
Overburden and excavated rock will be used to provide stabilization for the lower units of
the fish way for annual flooding and to construct the access road. When all is removed, an
accurate survey will be laid out on the near finished bedrock surface. These lines will
provide horizontal and vertical control for the final fish way location.
INTAKE AND POND CONSTRUCTION
The work area will be isolated with floating hypalon fish barriers and a cofferdam will be
installed using poly sheet and 1 meter sandbags. The site will be pumped if necessary to
keep the work area dry during construction. Two rows of sheet piling 4 to 5 feet in depth
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with a steel angle along the top running continuously will be set along the intake stream
bank location. Armtec class 450 filter cloth will also be installed. Compact pit run fill or
sand level will then be placed to the top of the angles. The 4 intake units will then be set in
place and then drilled and bolted in place. Intakes will be angled at 4 ¾” bolts per unit. The
pond will then be excavated to dimensions as directed by the Engineer and then bank side
pond wall will be constructed. 15mm bars at centerline will be used both ways as
reinforcement. The end of the intake unit will then be attached with a welded vertical joint.
Depth of pond will be 6’ 0” or more. If required by the engineer, a concrete liner should be
placed in the pool. The west end of the bank side pool wall will be left short 2’ 0’’to fit to the
nearest fish holding unit. The outside of the intake will be rip rapped as directed by the
engineer. Some rip rap may be required inside the pool.
PLACE CONCRETE RAMP
No reinforcing steel is required. Fish handling area, upper ramp unit, #7 base and lower
ramp will be laid out. Additional rock work may be required at the lower ramp. Thickness
may vary from 2” to 6”. When complete the fish way will be laid out with concrete nails and
a chalk line. The concrete will be broom finished.
SET PRE-CAST UNITS
All pre-cast units will be set in place and welded. It is suggested that 2 chain puller come-alongs be available when setting units. Works will be conducted from upslope to down slope
from unit #7. 4 ¾”X12” Kwik Bolts at ¼ points in the floor of each unit will be drilled and
all down hand welds completed. Install bolts and dress up all joints with quick setting
concrete patch compound. Rip rap will be placed against fish way walls as directed by
Engineer. Place fill concrete against fish way walls as directed by Engineer.
CLEAN UP SITE AND 95% INSPECTION
The camp site, work site and stream area will then be cleaned and levelled. A 95%
inspection meeting will then take place and then construction crews will finish up any
works required and go through the completion list. Lastly the road top will be finished and
a security entrance gate installed.
DEMOBILIZE AND AS BUILT DRAWINGS
All equipment and fuel will be removed, including any temporary shelters, trailers and
project garbage from the vicinity. A complete as built drawing will then be generated.
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iv.

Construction Schedule

Table #2: Construction Schedule
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v.

Cost Estimate

Table # 3: Fishway Cost Estimate.

vi.

Permitting

The permits required to undertake the construction of the Fishway would consist of:


A Section 9 Water Act approval from the province of BC will be required for the
construction of the Fishway. The province recommends that applicants should
apply for Section 9 approvals at least 140 days before any in stream works are to
take place.
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In order to clear the forested part of the access road and fishway lay down area, a
section 52 approval will be required under BC’s Forest and Range Practices Act.
Section 52 approvals can usually be awarded within 60 days of applying for the
permit.
Although not required, it is recommended that a “Map Reserve” under Section 16 of
the provincial Land Act be acquired for the fishway lay down area and the
associated access road. This will essentially temporarily withdraw the parcels of
land in question from use by other government agencies and / or private ventures
with an interest in the lands. Map reserves can be secured for a maximum of 30
years at a time can be renewed and there are no charges associated with these land
acquisitions. Map Reserves can only be granted to federal and provincial
government agencies and government corporations. In the case of the Cranberry
fishway, a government agency such as DFO or FLNRO may apply and hold a Map
Reserve on behalf of Gitanyow Fisheries if the project should go ahead.
Bill C-38 (June 2012) brought in large changes to the federal Fisheries Act.
Currently, it is unclear what these changes will look like and whether the
construction of the Cranberry Fisheries Act will trigger the requirement for a
authorization for a HADD under Section 35 of the Fisheries Act. At the time when
this report was authored, regional DFO fisheries staff were contacted to determine
what if any permitting would be required under the Fisheries Act for the
construction of the fishway. Regional staff could not answer any questions relating
to this matter because the details around the Fisheries Act changes were not clear.
DFO recommended that we enquire again in 2013 when the details of the changes
would be clearer.
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Conclusion
Falls located in the lower Cranberry River consist of a partial fish barrier that significantly
limits fish passage to important spawning and rearing areas located upstream. In an
average water flow year hundreds of salmon have been documented to be trapped below
the falls which severely limits the wild salmon production from the system. To address this
issue GFA is proposing to construct a fishway at the falls site to allow for easy fish passage
through the site. In 2012, GFA was awarded funds through the PSC Northern Fund to
conduct environmental and engineering feasibility studies to determine if the construction
of a fishway would be environmentally acceptable and to develop a design, construction
plan and an associated budget for the venture.
GFA met with federal and provincial government officials, all First Nations with a vested
interest in the Nass Watershed and recreational and commercial fishery organizations to
make them aware of the project and to seek feedback. Overall, most groups seemed to
support the project concept and no objections to the fishway going ahead were heard.
The FLNRO biologist who actively took part in all working group meetings and provided
written comments for submission raised several concerns with the project emphasising that
in his opinion there could be negative impacts on some resident fish residing in the
Cranberry. Although no documentation could be provided to support this concern, he
indicated that he would like to see additional studies into some of the issues that he raised.
BCH (and Golder), DFO, FLNRO and GFA took part in WG meetings and a biological
feasibility study in 2012 to look at the Cranberry fishway concept. Highlights from the BFS
include:





The falls are a partial barrier;
It estimated that more than 2/3rds of escaping chinook and coho in an average water
flow year do not make it over the falls;
Fish production gains would be in excess of 200,000m²;
The risks associated with the project are low.

The engineering feasibility for the Cranberry Fishway was successfully implemented. A
design, construction schedule and a project cost was developed.
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Appendix “A”
Cranberry River Fishway Project – May 25, 2012 Workshop Backgrounder
The Nass River is the third largest river in BC and it supports a multitude of fishing opportunities for
aboriginal, commercial and sport fishermen in Canada and Alaska. The Nass Watershed has many feeder
streams that make it a valuable salmon producer, but among one of the most important is the Cranberry
River. The Cranberry River is located in the middle Nass and in most years is thought to be the largest
contributor of chinook, coho and steelhead salmon to the Nass Watershed. Currently there is no accurate
method of estimating salmon escapement to the Cranberry River. Telemetry studies conducted on chinook
in 1995 showed that approximately 22% (~5,000 spawners) of Nass chinook spawned in the Cranberry
River (Koski, et.al 1996). Follow-up telemetry studies conducted in 2005 showed that approximately 19%
of Nass coho (~20,000 spawners) and approximately 18% (~2,000 spawners) of Nass steelhead spawned in
the Cranberry River as well (Alexander, et.al 2006).

One set of falls on the Cranberry River located 14 km upstream from its confluence with the Nass River
limits fish passage to the upper part of the river on a yearly basis. The Cranberry River falls site consists of
a constriction in the river, where most of the water (~80% of the volume) is forced through a small opening
in the bedrock and then falls approximately 2.5m below to a shallow pool (Photograph #1).

Photograph #1: Aerial view of the Cranberry Falls, highlighted with red circle (GFA, 2008).

The dynamics of the site appear to limit fish passage not only because of the vertical height of the falls, but
also because of the high velocity of water in the shallow pool below the falls. The hydrological conditions
of the water being forced into the pool at such a high discharge level is believed to prevent fish from
getting close enough to the falls to allow for a good jump at many water levels (Photograph #3 and #4).
While adult salmon have been documented to be able to ascend the falls at least at some water levels, field
observations conducted by Gitanyow Fisheries and other agencies have documented that the site
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significantly hampers fish movement to the upper reaches of the watershed at many water levels where
much of the salmon habitat in the Cranberry Watershed is located. Every year it is estimated that the
majority of fish that return to the system are held-up for extended periods or blocked by the falls. These
falls also often create debris jams, which further restricts fish passage.

2.5 m

Photograph #2: Site survey performed by GFA on August 29, 2011. Water levels were described as normal
with a vertical falls height of 2.5m. Red circle depict average coho salmon jumping height observed during
the survey. No coho were observed making it over the falls on that day.
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Photograph #3: Site survey performed by GFA on August 29, 2011. Water levels were described as normal
with a vertical falls height of 2.5m. Red circle depict average chinook salmon jumping height observed
during the survey. No chinook were observed making it over the falls on that day.

The Cranberry falls are thought to have fully or partially impeded salmon migration to the majority of the
Cranberry River since before European contact. In 1905, McCullagh (DFO Inspector) first identified these
falls as a barrier and based on his findings they were subsequently blasted in 1931 (Palmer, 1991) in an
attempt to improve fish passage. Following this, accessibility for salmon over the falls was thought to have
improved, but reports by DFO in 1958 describe the river above the falls as being cut-off, with observations
of an abundance of coho and chinook trapped below with evidence of pre-spawn mortality (Edwards,
1958). Subsequent surveys from 1965-68 were conducted and it was estimated that only 20% of the
salmon were ascending the falls (Wilson, 1968). The site was blasted again in 1964, 1967 and 1973 to
remove large woody debris accumulating at the falls, which was further impeding fish movement (Wilson,
1968) (Palmer, 1991). In 1981, the DFO Salmonid Enhancement division overseen by Al Lill identified the
Cranberry falls as a good site for remediation works to increase the production of chinook, coho and
steelhead in the Nass Watershed (Peters, 1981), but no works were performed at that time. Again in 1991,
Palmer highlighted the falls as a potential enhancement opportunity in a review produced for DFO on
potential Nass salmon enhancement opportunities, but once again no works were performed.

Since 2007, the GFA have actively monitored the Cranberry falls site to determine the extent of fish
blockage. In 2008, GFA technicians conducted a visual survey of fish passage during the peak of the
chinook spawning migration. At the time, 100’s of chinook salmon were counted pooled up below the falls
attempting to traverse the obstruction. Results showed that less than 3% of the attempts to jump over the
falls were successful. Other notes were that over 20% of the chinook jumped into the rock walls with
enough force that the observers predicted these fish may have not survived the incident. From 2008-2010,
GFA conducted follow-up surveys and found that chinook and coho salmon died below the falls without
having successfully spawned, which was evident by the pre-spawned carcasses found at the site over the
years. Further investigation in 2011 (August 29, Sept. 9 and Sept. 21) once again estimated that hundreds
of chinook and coho were stranded below the falls for extended periods of time with none observed even
close to negotiating the site during the visits. Furthermore, of the fish observed holding at the site, most
had visible tissue damage on the end of their noses, probably indicating that they had made numerous
attempts to jump the falls, which resulted in failed attempts that landed them into the canyon walls
(Photograph #3).
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Photograph #3: Taken on September 21, 2011, showing 1 coho salmon and 1 steelhead with visible tissue
lesions (circles in red) on the tips of their noses.
In 2012, a paper authored by Golder Associates Ltd. with funding from BC Hydro further investigated the
Cranberry River falls site using 2D modeling to try and estimate the extent that the falls limit salmon
movement through the site. The paper specifically looked at site specific morphological features of the
falls and then modeled flow regimes against run timing information for chinook, coho and steelhead in the
Cranberry River. The report estimated that in an average year only 33% of the chinook and 32% of the
coho were able to negotiate the falls, while 81% of the steelhead were probably able to make it past the site
(Ploeger et. al., 2012).
The Cranberry Fishway project is being proposed because the project has the high potential of increasing
wild salmon production through increased access to favorable spawning and rearing habitat located above
the falls site (>100km of river or >1,000,000m²). Furthermore, the establishment of a fishway at the falls
would reduce pre-spawn mortality and stress on returning salmon because they would be able to ascend the
falls without undue stress and physical damage. Through increased production from the Cranberry River,
the benefits would be realized through increased fishing opportunities for First Nations and Canadian /
Alaskan commercial and recreational fishermen who target Nass salmon in salt and freshwater. Other
benefits from the project could be realized through the collection of additional stock assessment
information for resource management purposes in the Nass Watershed. Presently, there are gaps in the
Nass stock assessment program where it would be favorable to collect additional mark-rate information for
chinook, coho and steelhead. GFA believes the Cranberry River would be an excellent candidate stream
for tag recovery given its proximity to the Nass River Fishwheels (tagging location) and because it is one of
the biggest producers of these three species of salmon in the Nass. The fishway could be easily designed to
accommodate trap boxes to allow for fish sampling.
Purpose of the Workshop
Provide an opportunity for various sectors of government, First Nations groups and other stakeholders to
take part in technical discussions relating to the proposed project. Purpose of the workshop will be to
discuss and identify the risks and benefits associated with the project, to discuss how the Cranberry stock
assessment program could be integrated with the Nass assessment program, identify the permitting
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requirements and or any follow-up studies that would need to be completed prior or after to the project goes
ahead to the construction stage, if deemed environmentally feasible.
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Final - Meeting Summary
Meeting:
o Pacific Salmon Commission Sponsored Cranberry River Fishway Project, facilitated by
Gitanyow Fisheries Authority.
Meeting Location:
o Best Western, Terrace, BC
Date & Time:
o May 25, 2012 @ 10:00 am – 3:30pm
Attendees:
o Mark Cleveland (MC), Gitanyow Fisheries Authority (GFA)
o Kelly Marsden (KM), Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs (minute taker)
o Gregory Rush (GR), Gitanyow Fisheries Authority
o Derek Kingston (DK), Gitanyow Fisheries Authority
o Joel Starlund (JS), Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs
o Blair Stewart (BS), Nisga’a Fisheries
o Davide Latremouille (DL), Skeena Fisheries Commission
o Jeff Lough (JL), BC Fish & Wildlife (MFLNRO)
o Don Hjorth (DH), Gray Wolf Resources Inc.
o Alicia Fernando (AF), Gitxsan Watershed Authorities
o Jim Henry (JH), Lax Kw Alaams Fisheries
Agenda Items:
o Project overview
o Project benefits / risks
o Cranberry assessment program (Chinook, coho, steelhead, other species)
o Integration with the Nass Watershed assessment Program
o Fishway design
o Potential funding sources for fishway construction/operation
o Assessing project impacts (if necessary)
o Permitting requirements
o Other issues
Discussions:
Introductions


MC – Talked to Dave Peacock (P. Rupert DFO - Stock Assessment) on May 24, 2012, he indicated
that because of scheduling conflict they would not have a rep. at the meeting but that they
support the process and regret not being able to attend.

Project Overview:
 PowerPoint Presentation (given by MC), referenced the project handout summary sent out
via email earlier in the week.
 JL – commented that he could provide BC’s Freshwater Fisheries Program Plan, will forward
to MC (relating to slide #11).
 MC explained that there are two parallel processes currently underway regarding the
Cranberry Fishway Project. First, Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC) funded process lead by
GFA to conduct Engineering / Environmental Feasibility Studies (focus of today’s meeting). The
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second is being commission by BC Hydro (BCH) where the fishway could be built to offset
fish compensation requirements for the Northwest Transmission Line project.
MC - BCH / Golder Associates recently authored paper where they looked at salmon passage
through the Cranberry falls site. Report still in draft form, BCH agreed to share it with this
group when it is finalized in the next few weeks.
MC to distribute report when made available by BCH.
BS - Have you considered what the Nisga'a has done in the Kwinageese River (installation of
cement blocks to backwater the river to allow for fish passage)?
MC – we were under the understanding that the measures taken at Kwinageese were a short
term fix to an emergency fish passage problem.
DH – confirmed that this technique would probably not be a suitable option for the
Cranberry, need more permanent design. Indicated that he came up with the idea for
Kwinageese because needed to deal with passage issue in short time frame, the blocks may
not last more than a few years and some other design for the Kwinageese will need to be
considered.

Project benefits / risks
 JL – May be some value in the proposed project for steelhead through gained stock
assessment information collected in the Cranberry. Jeff identified that monitoring trends in
abundance through stock assessment would likely not change the provinces current
management of steelhead in the Cranberry as they are currently non retention province
wide. The province is not that optimistic that trend information will help change steelhead
interception issues that occur both in Alaska and in Area 3 (Nass approach waters).
Province has collected good stock assessment information in the past, did not result in
significant reduction of steelhead in the bycatch of the fisheries in Canada and the USA.
Talked about the Nass summer run steelhead mark / recapture program (fishwheel tagging,
angling recapture), where tributary escapement estimates are acquired every third year
since 2001. The estimate is not as precise as a fence count however it has enabled the
Nisga’a and the Province to estimate an index of Nass aggregate summer run steelhead
abundance. JL identified that while improved stock assessment would be intriguing it would
have to be weighed out in the decision with concerns that may (or may not) impact other
species in the Cranberry (e.g. bull trout). The Nisga’a are compiling the results of the Nass
steelhead mark recapture and fish wheel index program and JL will forward the reports
when they are completed this summer. MC – Surprized that province does not view potential
benefits in establishing new stock specific steelhead indicator on the Cranberry (one or
maybe the largest steelhead rivers in Nass). MC shared Gitanyow experience where the
collection of good sockeye information on the Kitwanga River has resulted in better
management of the sockeye fishery on the Skeena River.
 JL – Is very impressed with the GFA’s Kitwanga stock assessment program and how that has
influenced Canadian fisheries management but not optimistic that a similar result would be
achieved for steelhead in the Nass.
 MC – How are genetics for the Nass currently broken out, how many Conservation Units
(CU)?
 JL – CU delineation has not been completed for Nass steelhead but would predict that the
Cranberry/Kiteen would be its own CU.
 MC – the Cranberry fishway could provide a steelhead specific CU escapement estimate for
the Nass, wouldn’t that be useful to the province for management purposes compared to the
current aggregate based management regime?
 JL – Yes, but not convinced it would change the way DFO manages the Nass fishery.
 JL – Indicated that the stock assessment potentials are intriguing and the benefits may be
more with bull trout and some of the resident populations that live in the Cranberry, because
these species currently have a harvest quota for them, while wild steelhead populations are
managed as catch and release fisheries province wide.
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JL –highlighted other concerns of increasing competition above the falls and impacts from
increased gene flow for potadromous fish species due to improved access above the falls.
Acknowledged that these issues may not necessarily be a show stoppers, but fisheries
managers need to consider the consequences which would likely require further study.
MC - If there are issues that people are very concerned about, we could design studies to
look at the problems on a case by case basis. However, it is unlikely that all issues would be
studied, funding and logistical would likely limit what could be done.
JL – would the design concept block the falls off completely when the fishway is in
operation? Steelhead have in some situations to be fishway shy, would like there to be a
backup plan to allow steelhead through the area if they refuse to use the fishway. Examples
were given where steelhead were reluctant to pas fishways and or fish fences.
MC – Haven’t decided whether we would need a dam at the falls to make sure all fish use the
fishway. It is possible that just by diverting some of the water into the fishway would
prevent fish from making through the falls. The fishway would have water regulation at the
top end, so that it could be shut off when not in use (e.g. winter month), could potentially
shut it down for some time to allow steelhead access over the falls, if they refuse to use the
fishway. Highlighted that the Cranberry design is based on the Meziadin fishway design and
steelhead move through it with no problem, been there for >50years, proven track record.
JL – reiterated that the provinces’s view is that the proposed project would likely not
improve production of steelhead. Steelhead currently can pass over the chute and the
modeling by Golder and associates also supports this (>80% steelhead make it over the
falls). Nevertheless, if the project goes ahead, it would be key to monitor the passage of all
species and have a plan to respond if passage for any species is impacted by a new structure.
Gave the example that if pink salmon were allowed above the falls (no previous record of
them being above the falls site), would that be acceptable to people.
MC – there may be technological fixes for those types of issues, DH has indicated that the
fishway can be designed to limit certain size fish through the structure from an engineering
standpoint. These fish could also be prevented from passing manually, if people want to
limit access for certain species. From our local knowledge of the area, pink salmon rarely
travel that far up the Nass River, let alone the Cranberry River, but it is possible.
JL – have already forwarded my comments regarding concerns with the fishway impacts on
resident fish populations to BCH, will forward to MC so that they can be distributed to the
group. Have discussed some of them today, there are more specific issues in the summary
that I will provide.

Cranberry Assessment Program (Chinook, Coho, steelhead, other species)
 MC – envision similar sampling program as conduct at Meziadin Fishway, collect in-season
information (e.g. total return above fishway, mark-rate, biological information, etc…),
 MC envisions a mid-July to late October sampling period, GFA to seek funding for the project
oversee the management. We welcome any input from other stakeholders on the sampling
design, also open to have joint field sampling participation from other groups interested in
the project (e.g. Meziadin fishway operations),
Integration with the Nass Watershed assessment Program
 Information to be forwarded regularly to stock assessment salmon manager in the Nass (e.g.
DFO, Nisga’a fisheries, etc…),
Fishway design
 DH – looking at several possible designs, one that looks the most suitable for the site is a
vertical slots fishway, similar to the Meziadin fishway. It is proven technology, and
permanent solution to the problem. Several drawings of the proposed fishway provided for
the benefit of the group.
 DH – could go with double slot fishway, but would be extremely hard to mobilize and much
more expensive.
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DH – other option to blast the falls and set-up a counting weir above the site,
MC – probably not the best option given that one of the main focus species for the counts
would be coho, keeping a weir operating in the Cranberry River through the fall floods
would be extremely challenging. Others, agreed.
DH – didn’t realize you’d run the program through the fall floods, in that case a fishway
would be better option.
DH – some things that would need to be considered, is whether we would want to dam off
the falls completely, which would be extra costs. These issues would need to be decided on
for the final design of the fishway.
JL – would the site be prone to debris jams?
DH – Yes, I would design it with LOD deflectors, this would direct LOD to the far bank where
it could be managed (e.g. cut up for easier downstream passage).
DH – top of the fishway would need a sediment trap (settling pool at the top of the fishway)
as well, just in case sediment washes into the fishway area, this area could be cleaned in the
off season by de-watering the area. Sampling areas could be set-up in this settling pool.

Potential funding sources for fishway construction/operation
 BS – Nisga’a fisheries funding is market driven now, how will you deal with the challenges of
funding the operation of the project.
 MC – GFA has an excellent track record of finding funds to operate important stock
assessment projects; confident could find funding to operate the Cranberry fishway. GFA
has operated the Kitwanga River Salmon Enumeration Facility (KSEF) for the last 10 years
without longterm funding through support from the Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs (GHC), DFO
and NGO’s supporters.
 JL – is it possible that BCH would fund this sort of project or potentially through BCH impact
benefit agreements (IBA) with the Gitanyow?
 MC – Don’t think BCH will commit longterm funding for stock assessment at the site, but it is
possible, we could ask them. It is also possible that the GHC would contribute funding
through their IBA, or through other internal funding sources. This project is a high priority
for funding for the Gitanyow, confident we can find support on a yearly basis.
 JL – Does the PSC fund the operating costs for this sort of project?
 MC – They have in the past (e.g. operation for the KSEF), but more recently they have shied
away from ongoing support for stock assessment projects, but it is possible that they may
change this policy and fund this project at least on an interim basis. DFO has also indicated
that they are very interested in gaining additional coho and chinook stock assessment
information for the Nass, longterm data is lacking and funding at least in part could
potentially come from their stock assessment budgets. They currently fund part of the
operations for the KSEF yearly in the Skeena.
 MC - We think that once others realize the benefit of the program, the support will help
secure funding for the operation for stock assessment purposes. We're still in the planning
phases of the project, but if others know of potential funding for the project, we’d gladly
receive your input.
 BS - Nisga'a can provide more input after we receive the BCH / Golder report.
 AF - Do you have a timeline for the project?
 MC – We’d like to complete both the engineering and environmental feasibility studies by
mid-August. This is the first meeting, and we could have subsequent meetings if the group
would like to, we also plan on meeting with recreational and commercial groups to make
them aware of the project, and seek their input.
 MC - If at the end of the process it is determined that the project is feasible, a funding request
will go to the PSC to fund the construction of the fishway and any associated follow-up
projects that were determined to be required.
 MC - it might be that it is recommended that further studies be performed before the project
proceed, if this is the case, would write proposals and request funds for next year to study
the issues brought forth.
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JL – I will commit into looking on the provincial side to see what if any operational funding
would be available. The stock assessment data on resident species may be of particular
value in managing those stocks, may be able to apply for funding to HCTF to implement stock
assessment for those species.
Assessing project impacts (if necessary)
 Discussed during the risks / benefits section of the meeting.
Permitting requirements
 MC – since DFO not present, focus on provincial permitting requirements.
 JL – should contact Water Management branch of MFLNRO, for water licensing information
also want to consider contacting Federal/Provincial transfer committee to determine if you
will require their approval for the project due to potential range extension for some species.
 BS - Transport Canada almost stopped the Kwinageese project last year because of kayakers.
 MC – we experience the same issues when developing both Kitwanga fences, we’ll definitely
want to talk to navigable waters people.
JL – in terms of preventing the project from proceeding if provincial concerns are not fully
taken into account, I don’t think the province is the decision maker and that is that is
responsibility of DFO. Jeff committed will look into the decision making process a little more
and get back to the group.
 JL – Want to make it clear the comments provided are just to help inform the decision
makers involved in the project. Does not mean that the project should proceed or not
proceed. However there are potential impacts, biological questions and trade-off’s that
decision makers need to consider It is quite possible that technological fixes to the project
can deal with all or some of our concerns, but it is important that people consider all of the
issues associated to a project of this nature.
 MC – Does the province consider the benefits from an ecosystem / salmon perspective when
deciding whether the project should go ahead?
 JL – not really, primarily considers impacts on the provincial fish stocks that we manage and
generally do not consider the benefits or impacts to salmon DFO look at the salmon.
However, where man made changes to salmon production interact with provincially
managed species (ie fishways, headwater stocking) the province considers and provides
technical comment on those proposals. Since the ecologies of these ecosystems are complex
and linked biologists from the province do consider the biological aspects of salmon in a
watershed and how they interact with the non salmon species.
Other issues
 MC – thanked everyone to taking the time to participate. Please direct any additional
feedback on the project to myself, and I will make sure it gets put in as part of the project
record for decision makers to consider.
 MC – if people want to meet again to discuss further details, we can arrange to do so in a
group setting or on an organization by organization level.
 AF – important to having funds set aside to study the potential impacts if the project goes
ahead. Monitoring funding. JL acknowledged that this would be important.
Action Items:
 MC to share the BC Hydro report once it's in final form, email the PP presentation to
everyone.
 JL will send steelhead mark / recapture paper to group when completed, and will find out
more regarding provincial fisheries mandate and decision making with projects of this
nature. He will also try to identify potential funding sources for species assessments and
stock assessment.
 KM (and MC) to compile minutes.
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Appendix “B”

Gitxsan Comments Provided on June 25, 2012
Pacific Salmon Commission Sponsored Cranberry River Fishway Project Meeting,
facilitated by Gitanyow Fisheries Authority
May 25th, 2012
Terrace B.C., Best Western Inn
Attended by: Alicia Fernando, GWA
Alicia -Meeting overview:


The attachments are information on the project. The meeting was part of PSC funded process
lead by GFA to conduct Engineering / Environmental Feasibility Studies for a Cranberry
River Fishway.



Please direct any additional feedback on the project to myself, and I will make sure it gets to
Mark who will put it in as part of the project record for decision makers to consider.



Mark Cleveland is willing to discuss further, we can arrange to do so in a group setting or on
an organization by organization level.

Alicia – comments:


It would be good if all parties could meet again once the design is decided upon since it is a
big undertaking. I’d like to acknowledge GFA’s proven track record to operate large, longterm projects.



The project benefits of fish production and stock assessment information is valuable. If there
are long term plans in place for maintenance then I think we need to support further data
collection and field project attention to wild stocks. The numbers from the background
documents support that attention.



I think it would be important to have funds set aside to study the potential impacts if the
project goes ahead. My main concern is that monitoring plans for the first year or two should
be more extensive and protocols set in place to react to seasonal fish behaviours (i.e.
steelhead) and design discoveries so they can be addressed in a timely fashion. It could
coincide with some upstream baseline assessment work which may be needed. The
accessibility is an positive factor for this site.
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FLNRO Comments Provided to BC Hydro
From: Lough, Jeff C FLNR:EX [mailto:Jeff.Lough@gov.bc.ca]
Sent: 2012, April 17 3:25 PM
To: Truscott, Joe
Cc: Atagi, Dana FLNR:EX; Schell, Chris FLNR:EX
Subject: Ginmilkun Falls Biological Feasibility Study - Draft report Comments
Hi Joe, as requested I have compiled some of my comments regarding Golder Associates draft
Biological Feasibility Study report entitled “Proposed Cranberry River Fishway Project at Ginmiltkun
Falls”. The report is an excellent starting point for the proposed project and I’ve summarized a few
concepts that should be considered in the report or at least in subsequent assessments, evaluation or
design reports. An initial small comment is that the title of the report is a bit unclear to me. It seems
like the report is more of a “Biological Opinion” of the Proposed Cranberry River Fishway Project at
Ginmiltkun Falls Project.
My comments are primarily directed at some of the more valued species of fish managed by the
province including summer run steelhead, bull trout, resident rainbow trout and their
habitats. However proposed changes to stream morphology that may affect species composition in
the upper Cranberry may have additional ecological consequences for other, often less valued,
species such as sculpin, mountain whitefish and lamprey. Although important parts of the
ecosystem, populations of these species can be even more difficult to assess and monitor than
salmonid populations. A statement about these species should at least be included in the report for
informed decision making purposes.
1.
Steelhead
The province is satisfied with the current natural state of the chute/falls complex on the Cranberry
River referred to in the report as Ginmiltkun Falls. Migration past the chute either by leaping and/or
swimming has been, and continues to be, successful for key periods of steelhead migration from
reach 2 upstream to reach 3 and 4. Despite its analytical uncertainty, successful steelhead passage
at the chute seems to be supported by the modeling and probability analyses identified in the
biological feasibility study report.
Although catch per unit effort (CPUE) of adult steelhead in the Cranberry River sport fishery is
variable from year to year, anglers have reported capturing steelhead upstream of the chute/fall
complex located upstream of the Ginmiltkun Creek. confluence since the early 1960’s. Anecdotal
angler reports in the fall of 2010 claimed relatively reduced CPUE’s upstream of the chute
during extreme low flows that persisted that fall and when a large log was jammed into the
chute. The combination of low flows, channel morphology and the log jammed in the chute may have
restricted passage in 2010, however based on angler reports steelhead were still able to navigate
past chute/log complex. Passage of prespawing steelhead at the chute during the following springs
high flows was not evaluated but the log was reported to have been removed by Gitanyow Fisheries
Authority (M. Cleveland, pers. Comm.).
Sebastian’s (1987) juvenile steelhead densities in reach 4 was based on sampling from very few sites
(N=2). The steelhead fry carrying capacity expansion was described by Sebastian as a “guesstimate”
and the WUA was completed using remote sensing assessments and descriptions from the two
sample sites. Sebastian’s assessment doesn’t fully consider other reach level habitat suitability
factors (e.g. water quality, substrate quality, channel stability) beyond the limited sample. These
factors can effect juvenile densities despite adequate adult escapements. In short the habitats in
reach 4 may be less conducive to steelhead production (despite suitable depth and velocities) and
increased spawner recruitment to that reach 4 may not improve fry densities significantly. Although
the initial work completed by Sebastian is very useful, based on low samples sizes and other
aforementioned factors, it is unclear if juvenile steelhead fry densities in the Cranberry were
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substantially below the true habitat capacity of the river in 1986. The draft feasibility report could
recommend that additional more recent assessments in the Cranberry Watershed would add to this
picture. These assessments should include increased juvenile sampling in reaches 1, 2 and 4 in
addition to more detailed habitat and water quality assessments.
A scatterplot of Sebastian’s 1986 juvenile data, suggests that the potential increases in Chinook
juveniles upstream of the chute (i.e. as a result of the proposed project) in reach 3 may not create
competitive overlap with juvenile steelhead. However, the same plot identifies some overlap of 0+
coho with steelhead fry when the steelhead fry densities are moderate to low. The plot also suggests
evidence of an overlap between 1+ coho and 1+ steelhead which may be a concern in the event of
increased coho spawner recruitment as a result of the proposed project. As the data is pooled the
plot includes all salmonids captured in the various micro habitats of all sites sampled. This said
micro habitats within sample sites (meso-habitats) may partition salmonid use by species and/or age
class.

I agree that there will likely be little production benefit to steelhead from the proposed fish passage
project but there is still some risk associated with the proposed project in the form of potential
increased competition between resident species and other salmonids that may eventually access the
upper river in higher numbers than in the past.
Although there hasn’t been a genetic assessment completed of steelhead above and below the
chute/fall complex there is potential for restriction of gene flow between early run timing steelhead
that pass the chute under optimum migration conditions and later run timing steelhead that arrive
when passage at the chute is less than optimal. There is a risk that change to this balance as a result
of enhanced passage from a fishway may affect genetically discrete populations of steelhead within
the Cranberry watershed. The consequences of this risk would be difficult to project and expensive
to assess and monitor.
2.
Bull Trout, Rainbow Trout, Mountain Whitefish
An assessment of passage at the chute was not modeled for other non salmon species such as bull
trout, whitefish or rainbow trout. There is burst speed information for bull trout, rainbow and
whitefish however leaping availability information appears to be limited. In general, since swimming
performance is related to body size, migration past the chute by the smaller resident species would
likely be more restricted than by anadromous salmon and steelhead. Examples of leaping abilities, or
successful passage documentation past falls by resident salmonids may be available via telemetry
study literature. It is unclear which resident species migrate past the chute and whether passage is
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unidirectional however it is important to consider and identify resident species migrations at the
chute to maintain those values within the proposed design features in the fishway.
Knowledge of resident fish production in the Cranberry River is very limited. Of particular interest is
the delineation of the areas of production for Cranberry watershed bull trout. Little is known about
this highly valued population and the biological feasibility report should recommend assessments of
this population prior to advancing with the project. This will allow for a fully informed decision with
regard to how changes related to the proposed project may affect the population.
It is not known if the partial barrier at the falls may separate populations of resident fish. Gene flow
may occur downstream of the chute however the feasibility report should identify and consider the
risk of changing the restricted gene flow between an allopatric population of resident fish upstream
of the falls and the introduction of another population of the same species.
3.
Sockeye and Pink Salmon
There is no reference in the feasibility report with regard to the possibility of pink salmon passage at
the chute and the potential for pink salmon to colonize Reach 3 and 4 of the Cranberry if the
proposed modification to the chute is completed. Odd and even year pink salmon have been
sporadically recorded spawning in the lower river (near the Kiteen confluence and below the canyon
and chute). An analogous example of pink salmon colonization above a historical barrier in the
region has been realized on the Morice R. which, prior to construction of the fish ladder at
Moricetown in 1951, was void of pink salmon. The pink salmon escapement to the extremely
hospitable upper Morice R. grew to an estimated peak of more than 800,000 fish and has a mean of
50,000 fish/yr. over the last decade.
The Cranberry also has what is believed to be a distinct self sustaining river rearing population of
sockeye (Parken 1997). Adult sockeye have been documented downstream of the Ginmiltkun Falls
and a single adult fish has been recorded upstream of the chute/fall complex.
The consequences of pink and/or sockeye colonizing the upper Cranberry would be hypothetical and
debatable. However for the purposes of informed decision making, the final report should at least
identify the potential risk of colonization and discuss the pros and cons (e.g. shifts in the stream
ecology) and consider the consequences. It will also be important for the proponent to investigate
the Federal-Provincial Introductions and Transfers Committee policies with regard to range
extension considerations http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/aquaculture/regions/pac/introductioneng.htm
4.
Monitoring
As discussed in section 5.0 of the Biological Feasibility Study, it will be very important to monitor use
of the fishway if the proposed project is implemented. It will also be important to monitor migration
at chute/falls complex even if a fishway is constructed. Steelhead and bull trout have been
documented to successfully use manmade structures (e.g. ladders and weirs) in various locations in
western North America, however it is also not uncommon for these species to be “fence shy” and/or
unwilling to utilize manmade structures (e.g. Moricetown falls ladder). Monitoring numbers of all
species of fish through the proposed new structure is a given, but it will also be important to
maintain adequate flows at the chute for the species that are unwilling to utilize the fishway. It is
unclear how the proposed project will affect “passability”, by species, at the chute. To take a
precautionary approach to this concern, recommendations to maintain natural flows and channel
morphology at the chute should be referred to in the feasibility report. An additional
recommendation should be made to monitor fish passage at the chute so species that currently
migrate via the chute (e.g. steelhead, lamprey) will still be provided the same opportunity at the site.
It will be very difficult and expensive to monitor changes in species abundance and potential
competition between species without extensive assessment prior to implementation of a proposed
fishway structure (to provide a baseline). Tracking the effects of the proposed fishway on the
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migration of steelhead and resident fish species will be imperative. From a provincial perspective it
will also be important to require a fall back plan if post-construction monitoring indicates negative
results as a result of construction of the proposed fishway.
5.
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This summarizes some of my thoughts with regard to the draft feasibility report. Please contact me
directly if I you have any questions.
Cheers
Jeff
Jeff Lough
Fisheries Biologist
Fish and Wildlife Program
Skeena Region
3726, Alfred Ave.
PO Bag 5000
Smithers, BC Canada
V0J 2N0
Telephone (250) 847-7337
Facsimile (250) 847-7728
Email: Jeff.Lough@gov.bc.ca
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